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Hangar - Just Like Heaven
Tom: Eb

 (com acordes na forma de E )
                            Afinação: Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb  Intro
2x: Dbm  A  E  B

Dbm                    A
When the days are too cold
E                B
You can feel my heat
Dbm                    A
Are you afraid to get close?
E                    B
And deny your other soul

Dbm                      A
There is nothing else to say now
E                       B
There is no way to hide the truth
Dbm                       A
You are safe in my arms of surrender
E                            B
And now it's time for you to walk in your shoes

Dbm                 A
You can look at my face
E                      B
But you're afraid to get lost
Dbm                   A
All the promises we've made
E                         B
To have secrets and not mistakes

Dbm                          A
There is nothing else to say now
E                            B
There is no way to hide the truth

Dbm                          A
You are safe in my arms of surrender
E                                B
And now it's time for you to walk in your shoes

Gbm               A                Dbm
Sometimes there's nothing else to feel
Dbm
Can you feel your power?
Gbm               A                B
Your light its stronger than the dark

Dbm                            A
There is nothing else to say now
E                             B
There is no way to hide the truth
Dbm                          A
You are safe in my arms of surrender
E                                B
And now it's time for you to walk in your shoes

Dbm                            A
There is nothing else to say now
E                             B
There is no way to hide the truth
Dbm                          A
You are safe in my arms of surrender
E                                B
And now it's time for you to walk in your shoes

Dbm            A                  E       B
It's time for you to walk in your shoes
Dbm      A    E        B
You are just like heaven
E
In your shoes
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